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Advertising Strategies
qBefore we talk about social media …
qDifferent strategies of advertising

qBug your customer every week/month/season
qDive into your customers’ community …

qAnalyzing the strategies is a marketing issue
q$$$

qAnalyzing the strategies is also a safety issue!



My Experience: It is a safety issue!



Some Strategy Examples
qS1. Celebrity branding



Some Strategy Examples
qS2. Collaborative advertising



Some Strategy Examples
qS3. Gift advertising



Some Strategy Examples
qS4. Multi-level marketing



Social Media, say, Twitter-like Network?

qQ: Do we spot these in social media advertising?
qS1. Celebrity branding
qS2. Collaborative advertising
qS3. Gift advertising
qS4. Multi-level marketing





This Talk
qTech difference: for Twitter/Weibo, marketers can 

set up botnets and scripts
qQ1: Do they take those 4 strategies? Do they have 

different strategies using botnets and scripts?
qQ2: Can we detect the botnet advertisers? How 

accurate? Are botnets more smarter than advertisers 
that use the 4 strategies?



Comparing Social Media Advertising and
Traditional Advertising: S1

Celebrity branding/advertising in social media Old-school celebrity branding

Statistics: The root user@caikangyong
has 22.7M followers. The thread
infected 5,138 users (97.6% from
followers) and 3,246 devices (97.6%
from followers). The number of
retweets is 5,214 (97.4% from
followers).

Statistics: The root user@kaifulee
has 22.5M followers. The thread
infected 6,346 users (95.7% from
followers) and 5,357 devices
(97.3% from followers). The
number of retweets is 6,425
(95.3% from followers).

Strategy: celebrity branding is a
type of advertising in which a
celebrity becomes a brand
ambassador and uses his or her
status in society to promote or
endorse a product, service or
charity. (Wikipedia)



Comparing Social Media Advertising and
Traditional Advertising: S2

Collaborative advertising in social media Old-school collaborative advertising

Retweet: by (1) @t with 353.5M followers,
(2) @qqnews with 4.5M followers, (3)
@heibei with 1.3M followers, (4) @taowei
with 5.6M followers
Root tweet: #China 0-1 Iraq# November 11, 
2014 Brazil World Cup Asian Zone 20 the 
fourth round, the Chinese team 0-1 Iraq, 
Younis at stoppage time scored the winning 
goal. http://url.cn/1qkiWX
Root user @qqsports has 762K followers.

Strategy: in social media, no matter
how popular an account is, only his
followers can directly receive his
message. The more big nodes in the 
network retweet/share the content and 
URL,  the larger number of the infected 
followers the message has.

Statistics: The root user has
762,289 followers. The
thread infected 21,807 users
(9.0% from followers) and
15,446 devices (7.8% from
followers). The number of
retweets is 23,625 (9.1%
from followers).

Strategy: collaborative advertising
is the process of sharing the same 
goal to increase brand and 
influence. For example, recruiting
several famous basketball players
can promote the product in
different channels (i.e., the fan
groups of the stars).



Comparing Social Media Advertising and
Traditional Advertising: S3

Gift advertising in social media Old-school gift advertising
Retweet:Our failures, one to the wrong 
time, the second is lost to the distance, the 
third is lost to himself. We always feel life 
is very long, very far away tomorrow, the 
dream will never be realized in waiting …
Root tweet: [6 tips to have thin legs] …
(2) jogging should be uniform, not when 
the fast slowly; … (5) … at a 90 degree 
angle standing; …�Want to know how 
to become a beauty Follow @zsyjkbk

Strategy: when the root user’s
followers retweet the message, they add
irrelevant but attractive content (e.g.,
about “failure”, “life”, “dream”) as a
“gift card” to replace the original text.
Thus, the message can be widely
diffused over the online network.

Statistics: The root user has
63,996 followers. The thread
infected 12,977 users (4.5%
from followers) and 7,911
devices (6.2% from
followers). The number of
retweets is 14,904 (7.6%
from followers).

Strategy: if you register an account
or purchase a product, you will get
a $100 gift card. Such a strategic
behavior has been used to attract
customers to a new business since
the Mobil Oil Company introduced
the first retail gift card in 1995.



Comparing Social Media Advertising and
Traditional Advertising: S4

Multi-level marketing in social media Old-school multi-level marketing

Retweet: #Qunaer# fair! good luck, Come 
together!@ lixianglin131407 @ snes986 
@ cornett20096
Root tweet: #Qunaer# activity Awards: 
#ipad2 # Participation: 1) become a fan 
@qunaer 2) forwarding this entry 
microblogging AT five friends; ---
activities after the end of a winner drawn, 
presented an award ipad2! fair and just! 
Publication time: at 16:00 on Dec 30th

Strategy: the company manipulates
their accounts to mention legitimate
users with “@XXX”. The mentioned
users become the “downline” to diffuse
the message in multiple levels of the
network. The message often refers to an
activity of continue mentioning friends.

Statistics: The root user has
113,026 followers. The
thread infected 1,060 users
(69.2% from followers) and
1,013 devices (45.2% from
followers). The number of
retweets is 14,282 (91.5%
from followers).

Strategy:Multi-level marketing is 
a marketing strategy in which the 
sales force is compensated not only 
for sales they generate, but also for 
the sales of people that they recruit. 
This recruited sales force (referred
to “downline”) provide multiple 
levels of compensation.



Solution 5: Synchrony Strategies in Social Media
Comment synchrony URLsynchrony Time synchrony Device synchrony

Strategy: (Galaxy Note
ads) The botnets
frequently retweet with
similar phrases.

Strategy: (Porn URL)
The botnets frequently
retweet the same URL.

Strategy: (Galaxy Note
ads) The botnets operate
in lockstep with several
fixed time intervals.

Strategy: (Galaxy Note
ads) The botnets operate
on the same group of
devices in Shanghai.

Statistics: The root user
has 8,573 followers. The
thread infected 3,059
users (98.4% from
followers) and 18
devices (61.1% from
followers). The number
of retweets is 9,777
(99.5% from followers).

Statistics: The thread
infected 38,122 users
(100% from followers)
and 18,008 devices
(99.989% from
followers). The number
of retweets is 38,432
(99.995% from
followers).

Statistics: The root user
has 1,362 followers. The
thread infected 598 users
(98.0% from followers)
and 12 devices (100%
from followers). The
number of retweets is
4,202 (99.6% from
followers).

Statistics: The root user
has 571 followers. The
thread infected 676
users (100% from
followers) and 42
devices (100% from
followers). The number
of retweets is 9,504
(100% from followers).

similar comments



Observation: Features
qComment features and mentioning features

qEvery dot is a “tweet cascade”
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Observation: Features
qLockstep behavioral features



Observation: Features
qMessage synchrony [CatchSync, KDD’14]



Modeling: Features



Experimental Results
qT1: Which strategy the tweet used? 5-class classification.



Experimental Results
qT2: Detecting botnet advertisers (spammers in synchrony):

binary classification.



Summary
qComparing social media advertising strategies and

traditional strategies
qCelebrity branding
qCollaborative advertising
qGift advertising
qMulti-level marketing
qSynchrony (social media botnet)

qStrategy classification: 0.889
qSpammer detection: 0.923
qFaster but not smarter!
qFuture work: Can we early predict?!



Thank you!
Catching Social Media Advertisers with Strategy Analysis


